
3 Improve Storage
Space E�ciency

Warehouse space is at a premium and managing inventory 

on the floor is a moving target. By working together with 

Sealed Air, order management can help effectively plan and 

adjust inventory levels and location so you use space as 

efficiently as possible.

Interested in learning more? 
Talk to your Sealed Air 
representative or provide your 
information and we'll contact you.

1 Lower Chance
of Stockout

By working together to plan reorders, inventory management 

programs can help reduce the chance of stockouts even as a 

business grows, which ultimately enhances customer satisfaction. 
SEE™ SIM has proven to reduce order move-up requests by 

more than 80% on average.

Knowledge is power. With multiple points of communication 
throughout the collaborative partnership, SEE™ SIM is able to 

predict and plan for changes in demand, which means 

warehouse and plant managers stay ahead of peaks and valleys 

and keep the right amount of Sealed Air inventory in stock. 

“With SEE™ SIM a SKU is never forgotten.”

“I like how my stock is available when I need it.”

“With SEE™ SIM, I never worry about running out of stock.”

5 Predict Inventory
Availability
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Improving time to process orders saves money. Keeping the 

right amount of inventory on hand at all times also reduces 
costs. SEE™ SIM helps you do both.

Lower Costs

A FREE SERVICE FOR SEE™ CUSTOMERS

Reduce Days
On Hand

Automated stock management provides accuracy and efficiency 

of customer inventory, helping reduce days on-hand to avoid 

aged out items. This metric ultimately helps you make better long 

and short-term projections while maintaining efficiency through 

the sales process. 
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PATENT PENDING

Gain Accuracy and Control with
Customized Inventory Management

Top Comments from Existing Customers

SEE™  Smart Inventory Management (SIM) is a complimentary custom-built inventory management 
solution to help give our customers better visibility and control over inventory and ordering of their 
Sealed Air products. SEE™ SIM is customer-specific, and built around each company’s 
unique needs, with a dedicated Sealed Air team working collaboratively with you to help 
reduce the possibility of stockouts and aged inventory. This program is designed to help save 
you warehouse space and money.
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STOCKOUT? TOO MUCH
INVENTORY!
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Five Benefits of SEE™ SIM




